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Abstract. In this paper, we make an experimental comparison of semi-parametric
(Cox proportional hazards model, Aalen additive model), parametric (Weibull AFT model),
and machine learning methods (Random Survival Forest, Gradient Boosting Cox proportional hazards loss, DeepSurv) through the IPEC score on three different datasets (PBC,
GBCSG2 and TLCM).
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Introduction

Time-to-event analysis is a branch of statistics that looks for modeling the time remaining
until a certain critical event occurs. For example, this event can be the time until a
biological organism dies or the time until a machine fails. There are many other examples,
in healthcare, the aim is usually to predict the time until a patient with certain disease
dies or the time until the recurrence of an illness, whereas in telecom, the goal could be
to predict the customer churn, etc. One of the main interests of time-to-event analysis is
right censoring, it comes naturally from the fact that not necessary all the samples have
reached the event time which makes the problem more difficult and a different challenge
from the typical regression problem.
In Fernandez et all. (2020), the performance (through the concordance index) of
several models have been compared on two different datasets, both of them related to
a healthcare approach. The first one is about patients diagnosed with primary biliary
cirrhosis (PBC) where the goal is to predict the time until the patient dies. The second
dataset consists on patient diagnosed with breast cancer and the objective is to predict
the recurrence of the disease. Here we add a third dataset which is from a different
source, it consists on clients from a telecommunication company, Telco (TLCM), and the
aim is to predict the customer churn. We also consider a different score to carry out this
comparison, the IPEC score (see Section 1.2).
In this work, we implement a bootstrapping technique for the computation of the
IPEC score in the test set, this is with the aim of obtain a better approximation of the
asymptotic behavior of the estimated event time. Each sample of each dataset has an
1

observed time which can correspond either to a survival time or a censored time. A
censored time will be a lower bound for the survival time and so we will be in the case in
which the critical event has not occurred at the moment of the observation.
Survival and hazard function The fundamental task of time-to-event analysis is to
estimate the probability distribution of time until some event of interest happens.
Consider a covariates/features vector X, a random variable that takes on values in
the covariates/features space X . Consider a survival time T , a non-negative real-valued
random variable. Then, for a feature vector x ∈ X , our aim is to estimate the conditional
survival function:
S(t|x) := P(T > t|X = x),
(1)
where t ≥ 0 is the time and P is the probability function. In order to estimate the
conditional survival function S(·|x), we assume that we have access to a certain dataset
in which for the i-th sample we have: Xi the feature vector, δi the survival time indicator,
which indicates whether we observe the survival time or the censoring time, and Yi which
is the survival time if δi = 1 and the censoring time otherwise. We split the dataset into
a training set of size n and a test set of size m. The training set is used to estimate the
parameters of each model and the test set to measure how accurate is the estimation of
the probability function.
Many models have been proposed to estimate the conditional survival function S(·|x)
such as Cox proportional hazards from Cox (1972), gradient boosting from Friedman
(2001) and random survival forest from Ishwaran (2008). The most standard approaches
are the semi-parametric and parametric models, which assume a given structure of the
∂
log S(t|x).
hazard function h(t|x) := − ∂t
IPEC score The IPEC score, introduced first by Gerds and Schummacher (2006), is an
alternative score to the concordance index that we used in a previous work in Fernandez
et all. (2020) in order to measure the accuracy of time to event models. The IPEC score
is a consistent estimator for the mean square error of the probability function S. We used
a variant of the original IPEC score which was presented by Chen (2019). This score
approximates the following MSE of a survival probability estimator Ŝ, which cannot be
directly computed from the dataset,
Z τ
M SE(Ŝ) =
E[(1{T > t} − Ŝ(t|X))2 ]dt
(2)
0

where τ is a user-specified time horizon and T is the survival time of feature vector X.
Let us define SC (t|x) = P(C > t|X = x) where C is the censored time. Then, the IPEC
score is computed as follows. Let SˆC be an estimator of SC ,
m Z
1 X τ
IP EC(Ŝ) =
Wi (t)(1{Yi > t) − Ŝ(t|Xi ))2
(3)
m i=1 0
2

where (Xi , Yi , δi ) for 0 < i ≤ m are the samples of the test set. Wi is defined as:
( δ 1{Y ≤t}
i
i
+ 1{Yi >t} ŜC (t|Xi ) ≥ θ
Wi (t) = ŜC (Yi |Xi ) ŜC (t|Xi )
1/θ
otherwise.

(4)

Here, θ is an user-specified bound which was introduced in order to prevent a division
by 0 and then, in the worst case, the IPEC score is finite. The addition of this last
parameter is the only difference between the original IPEC score of Gerds and Schummacher (2006) and the variant introduced by Chen (2019). In practice, θ can be set as
an arbitrarily small but positive constant. Note that 0 ≤ IP EC(Ŝ) ≤ τ /θ.
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Datasets Description

German Breast Cancer Study Group dataset (GBCSG2) The German Breast
Cancer Study Group (GBCSG2) dataset, made available by Schumacher et al. (1994),
studies the effects of hormone treatment on recurrence-free survival time. The event
of interest is the recurrence of cancer time. The dataset has 686 samples and 8 covariates/features: age, estrogen receptor, hormonal therapy, menopausal status (premenopausal or postmenopausal), number of positive nodes, progesterone receptor, tumor
grade, and tumor size. At the end of the study, there were 387 patients (56.4%) who were
right censored (recurrence-free).
Mayo Clinic Primary Biliary Cirrhosis dataset (PBC) The Mayo Clinic Primary
Biliary Cirrhosis dataset, made available by Therneau and Grambsch (2000), studies the
effects of the drug D-penicillamine on the survival time. The event of interest is the death
time. The dataset has 276 samples and 17 covariates/features: age, serum albumin,
alkaline phosphatase, presence of ascites, aspartate aminotransferase, serum bilirunbin,
serum cholesterol, urine copper, edema, presence of hepatomegaly or enlarged liver, case
number, platelet count, standardized blood clotting time, sex, blood vessel malformations
in the skin, histologic stage of disease, treatment and triglycerides. At the end of the
study, there were 165 patients (59.8%) who were right censored (alive).
Kaggle Telco Churn (TLCM) The Kaggle Telco Churn dataset, made available by
Kaggle in 2008, studies the possible causes of customer churn in a telecommunication
enterprise. The event of interest is the churn time of the clients. The dataset has 7043
samples and 19 covariates/features: customer ID, gender, senior citizen, partner, dependents, phone service, multiple lines, internet service, online security, online backup, device
protection, tech support, streaming TV, streaming movies, contract, paperless billing,
payment method, monthly charges and total charges. At the end of the study, there were
5174 clients (73%) who were right censored (not have churned yet).
3
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Models

We took into consideration several models for the comparison analysis. Semi-parametric
models such as Cox (1972) and Aalen’s additive (1989), both models assume certain
parametrical structure on the hazard function. These models are semi-parametric in the
sense that the baseline hazard function does not have to be specified and it can vary
allowing a different parameter to be used for each unique survival time.
We also consider a parametric model, Weibull accelerated failure time by Liu (2018),
it supposes that the hazard function depends on an accelerated rate λ(x) which can be
estimated parametrically.
Finally we consider machine learning models such as Random survival forest proposed
by Ishwaran et all. (2008), Gradient boosting cox proportional hazards loss proposed
by Friedman (2001), DeepSurv by Katzman et all. (2018) and a variation of random
survival forest proposed by Chen (2019). We also considered a randomized search of the
parameters which was done by cross validation. For more information and details about
these models look at Fernandez et all. (2020).
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Results and Conclusion

For each dataset, we choose 25 different seeds for splitting the data which generates 25
different partitions between training and test sets (75% and 25% respectively). We repeat
the experiment 25 times and we make a boxplot with the distribution of the IPEC scores
obtained. Fig. 1, 3 and 5 respectively compare the IPEC score for PBC, GBCSG2 and
TLCM datasets, and Fig. 2, 4 and 6 show the same comparison after re-sampling the test
set five times (bootstrapping).
In Fig. 1, we can appreciate that Gradient boosting with randomized search of the
parameters performs better than the other models and DeepSurv is in second place. Fig. 3
shows that DeepSurv outperforms all the other models for GBCSG2. And finally, Fig. 5
shows the comparison for TLCM dataset where we can observe that Cox proportional
Hazards model is the model with the best performance and DeepSurv dropped down to
the fifth place.
Furthermore, we can observe that traditional methods performed reasonably well for
the big dataset TLCM, but they underperformed against machine learning methods for the
smaller datasets (GBCSG2 and PBC). We can also observe that the deep learning method
(Deepsurv) performed better than random survival forest model in all the datasets.
Fig. 2, 4 and 6 show the comparison of the IPEC score using the bootstrapping technique. We appreciate that DeepSurv outperforms all the other models for the smaller
datasets (PBC and GBCSG2) and Cox proportional hazards has the best result for the
biggest dataset (TLCM) as in the previous case without re-sampling.
This shows that there is no much difference in the results when we apply the bootstrapping technique for the test of the models. In addition, we know that classical methods
4

are easier to interpret in the sense of measure how each covariate/feature influences in the
model. For the case of PBC dataset, gradient boosting with random search outperforms
DeepSurv by a 12% while similarly in TLCM the method cox proportional hazards increase the performance by a 12% with respect to Deepsurv model. The case of GBCSG2
is different because DeepSurv improves the performance in a 37% compared to Aalen’s
additive method, therefore, if this increment of performance is significant enough to compensate the loss of interpretation will depend mainly on the applications.

Figure 1: IPEC score comparison for PBC
dataset

Figure 2: IPEC score comparison with
bootstrapping

Figure 3: IPEC score comparison for
GBCSG2 dataset

Figure 4: IPEC score comparison with
bootstrapping
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Figure 5: IPEC score comparison for TLCM
dataset

Figure 6: IPEC score comparison with
bootstrapping
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